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Team formation, i.e., allocating agents to roles within a team
or subteams of a team, and the reorganization of a team upon team member failure or arrival of new tasks are critical aspects of teamwork. They
are very important issues in RoboCupRescue where many tasks need
to be done jointly. While empirical comparisons (e.g., in a competition
setting as in RoboCup) are useful, we need a quantitative analysis beyond the competition | to understand the strengths and limitations of
di erent approaches, and their tradeo s as we scale up the domain or
change domain properties. To this end, we need to provide complexityoptimality tradeo s, which have been lacking not only in RoboCup but
in the multiagent eld in general.
To alleviate these diÆculties, this paper presents R-COM-MTDP, a formal model based on decentralized communicating POMDPs, where agents
explicitly take on and change roles to (re)form teams. R-COM-MTDP
signi cantly extends an earlier COM-MTDP model, by introducing roles
and local states to better model domains like RoboCupRescue where
agents can take on di erent roles and each agent has a local state consisting of the objects in its vicinity. R-COM-MTDP tells us where the problem is highly intractable (NEXP-complete) and where it can be tractable
(P-complete), and thus understand where algorithms may need to tradeo optimality and where they could strive for near optimal behaviors.
R-COM-MTDP model could enable comparison of various team formation and reformation strategies | including the strategies used by our
own teams that came in the top three in 2001 | in the RoboCup Rescue
domain and beyond.
Abstract.

1

Introduction

The utility of the multi-agent team approach for coordination of distributed
agents has been demonstrated in a number of large-scale systems for sensing and
acting like disaster rescue simulation domains, such as RoboCupRescue Simulation Domain [5, 10] and sensor networks for real-time tracking of moving targets
[7]. These domains contain tasks that can be performed only by collaborative

actions of the agents. Incomplete or incorrect knowledge owing to constrained
sensing and uncertainty of the environment further motivate the need for these
agents to explicitly work in teams. A key precursor to teamwork is team formation, the problem of how best to organize the agents into collaborating teams that
perform the tasks that arise. For instance, in RoboCupRescue, injured civilians
in a burning building may require teaming of two ambulances and three nearby
re-brigades to extinguish the re and quickly rescue the civilians. If there are
several such res and injured civilians, the teams must be carefully formed to
optimize performance.
Our work in team formation focuses on dynamic, multiagent environments,
such as RoboCupRescue Simulation Domain [5, 10] and sensor networks [7]. In
such domains teams must be formed rapidly so tasks are performed within given
deadlines, and teams must be reformed in response to the dynamic appearance
or disappearance of tasks. The problems with the current team formation work
for such dynamic real-time domains are two-fold. First, most team formation
algorithms [12, 4, 2, 3, 7] are static. In order to adapt to the changing environment
the static algorithm would have to be run repeatedly.
Second, much of the work in RoboCupRescue has largely relied on experimental work and the competitions have been very useful in comparing various
algorithms. A complementary technique is theoretical analysis. However, there
has been a lack of theoretical analysis of algorithms, such as their worst-case
complexity. This is especially important in understanding how algorithms work
if domain parameters change, how they will scale up, etc.
In this paper we take initial steps to attack both these problems. As the tasks
change and members of the team fail, the current team needs to evolve to handle
the changes. In RoboCupRescue [5, 10], each re-organization of the team requires
time (e.g., re-brigades may need to drive to a new location) and is hence expensive because of the need for quick response. Clearly, the current con guration of
agents is relevant to how quickly and well they can be re-organized in the future.
Each re-organization of the teams should be such that the resulting team is effective at performing the existing tasks but also exible enough to adapt to new
scenarios quickly. We refer to this reorganization of the team as "Team Formation for Reformation". In order to solve the \Team Formation for Reformation"
problem, we present R-COM-MTDPs (Roles and Communication in a Markov
Team Decision Process), a formal model based on communicating decentralized
POMDPs, to address the above shortcomings. R-COM-MTDP signi cantly extends an earlier model called COM-MTDP [9], by making important additions of
roles and agents' local states, to more closely model current complex multiagent
teams. Thus, R-COM-MTDP provides decentralized optimal policies to take up
and change roles in a team (planning ahead to minimize reorganization costs),
and to execute such roles.
We use the disaster rescue domain to motivate the \Team Formation for
Reformation" problem. We present real world scenarios where such an approach
would be useful and use the RoboCup Rescue Simulation Environment [5, 10] to
explain the working of our model. We show that the generation of optimal poli-

cies in R-COM-MTDPs is NEXP-complete although di erent communication
and observability conditions signi cantly reduce such complexity. The nature
of observability and communication in the RoboCupRescue domain makes it
computationally intractable thus motivating the study of optimality-complexity
tradeo s in approximation algorithms are necessary. R-COM-MTDPs provide a
general tool for analysis of role-taking and role-executing policies in multiagent
teams and for comparison of various approximate approaches. This will allow
us to model the agents we developed for this domain [8] (which nished third
at RoboCup 2001 and second at Robofesta, 2001) as an R-COM-MTDP and
determine how changes in the agents' behavior could result in an improved performance. It is important that we develop tools in RoboCup that are relevant
beyond RoboCup and contribute to the wider community. This work is aimed
at meeting that objective.
2

Domain and Motivation

The RoboCupRescue Simulation Domain [5, 10], provides an environment where
large-scale earthquakes can be simulated and heterogeneous agents can collaborate in the task of disaster mitigation. Currently, the environment is a simulation
of an earthquake in the Nagata ward in Kobe, Japan. As a result of the quake
many buildings collapse, civilians get trapped, roads get damaged and gas leaks
cause res which spread to neighboring buildings. There are di erent kinds of
agents that participate in the task of disaster mitigation viz. re brigades, ambulances, police forces, re stations, ambulance centers and police stations. In
addition to having a large number of heterogeneous agents, the state of the environment is rapidly changing { buried civilians die, res spread to neighboring
buildings, buildings get burnt down, rescue agents run out of stamina, etc. There
is uncertainty in the system on account of incorrect information or information
not reaching agents.
In such a hostile, uncertain and dynamically changing environment teams
need to continually form and reform. We wish to understand the properties
of such team formation and reformation algorithms. For instance, as new res
start up or re engines get trapped under buried collapsing buildings, teams
once formed may need to reform. While current algorithms in RoboCup Rescue
for such reformation (and outside) react to such circumstances based solely on
current information, in general, such reactive techniques may not perform well. In
fact, methods that plan ahead taking future tasks and failures into account may
be needed to minimize reformation, given that reformations take time. While
we can perform useful empirical comparisons of current algorithms within the
current competition settings,the eld needs to analyze the performance of such
algorithms for a wide variety of settings of agent failure rates, new task arrival
rate, reformation costs, domain scale-up, and other factors. Theoretical analysis
can aid in such analysis, providing us techniques to understand general properties
of the algorithms proposed.

We focus in particular on a technique called "Team Formation for Reformation", i.e.., teams formed with lookahead to minimize costs of reformation.
The following real-world scenarios illustrate the need for such team formation
for reformation.
1. A factory B catches re at night. Since it is known that the factory is empty
no casualties are likely. Without looking ahead at the possible outcomes of
this re, one would not give too much importance to this re and might
assign just one or two re brigades to it. However, if by looking ahead, there
is a high probability that the re would spread to a nearby hospital, then
more re brigades and ambulances could be assigned to the factory and
the surrounding area to reduce the response time. Moving re brigades and
ambulances to this area might leave other areas where new tasks could arise
empty. Thus, other ambulances and re brigades could be moved to strategic
locations within these areas.
2. There are two neighborhoods, one with small wooden houses close together
and the other with houses of more re resistant material. Both these neighborhoods have a re in each of them with the re in the wooden neighborhood
being smaller at this time. Without looking ahead to how these res might
spread, more re brigades may be assigned to the larger re. But the re in
the wooden neighborhood might soon get larger and may require more re
brigades. Since we are strapped for resources, the response time to get more
re brigades from the rst neighborhood to the second would be long and
possibly critical.
3. There is an unexplored region of the world from which no reports of any
incident have come in. This could be because nothing untoward has happened
in that region or more likely, considering that a major earthquake has just
taken place, that there has been a communication breakdown in that area.
By considering both possibilities, it might be best if police agents take on the
role of exploration to discover new tasks and ambulances and re brigades
ready themselves to perform the new tasks that may be discovered.
Each of these scenarios demonstrate that looking ahead at what events may
arise in the future is critical to knowing what teams will need to be formed. The
time to form these future teams from the current teams could be greatly reduced
if the current teams were formed keeping this future reformation in mind.
3

From COM-MTDP to R-COM-MTDP

The COM-MTDP model[9] has two main advantages. First, COM-MTDP provides complexity analysis of team coordination given di erent communication
assumptions. Even though it does not focus on team formation or reformation
(which are topics of this paper), it serves as a basis for developing a new computational framework called R-COM-MTDP that provides such an analysis. Second,
COM-MTDP was used to analyze di erent general team coordination algorithms
based on the joint intentions theory, including the STEAM algorithm, part of

the ISIS teams that participated in RoboCup soccer [11]. COM-MTDP analysis
revealed the types of domains where the team coordination behaved optimally,
and speci c domains where the algorithm communicated too much or too little
| and the complexity of optimal communication strategies. Such analysis may
in turn provide guidance in developing a new generation of team coordination
algorithms which can intelligently engage in optimality-complexity tradeo s. We
attempt to do something similar with R-COM-MTDP.
3.1

COM-MTDP

Given a team of sel ess agents, , a COM-MTDP
[9] is a tuple, hS; A ;  ; P; ;
Q
O ; B ; Ri. S is a set of world states. A = i2 Ai is a set of combined Q
domainlevel actions, where Ai is the set of actions available to agent i.  = i2 i
is a set of combined communicative actions, where i is the set of messages
that agent i can broadcast to the other team members. The e ects of domainlevel actions obey the speci ed transition probability function, P (sb ; a; se ) =
Pr(S t+1 =Qse jS t = sb ; At = a).
= i2 i is a set of combined observations, where i is the set of
observations that agent i may receive. The observation function (or information
structure), O , speci es a probability distribution over the joint observations that
the agents may make, conditioned on the current state and combined actions of
the agents: O (s; a; ! ) = Pr( t = ! jS t = s; At 1 = a). We can de ne classes
of information structures as in [9]:
We make no assumptions about the observability of the world state.
Collective Observability: There is a unique world state for the combined
observations of the team: 8! 2 , 9s 2 S such that 8s0 6= s, Pr( t =
!jS t = s0) = 0.
Individual Observability: Each individual's observation uniquely determines
the world state: 8! 2 i , 9s 2 S such that 8s0 6= s, Pr( it = ! jS t = s0 ) = 0.
Collective Partial Observability:

In domains that are not individually observable, agent i chooses its actions
and communication based on its belief state, bti 2 Bi , based on
Q the observations
and communication it has received through time t. B = i2 Bi is the set
of possible combined belief states. Agent i updates its belief state at time t
when it receives its observation, !it 2 i , and when it receives communication
from its teammates,  t . We use separate s tate-estimator functions to update
the belief states in each case: initial belief state, b0i = SEi0 (); pre-communication
belief state, bti = SEi (bti1 ; !it ); and post-communication belief state, bti =
SEi (bti ;  t ).
Finally, the COM-MTDP reward function represents the team's joint utility
(shared by all members) over states, as well as both domain and communicative
actions, R : S    A ! R. We can express this overall reward as the
sum of two rewards: a domain-action-level reward, RA : S  A ! R, and a
communication-level reward, R : S   ! R. We can classify COM-MTDP

(and likewise R-COM-MTDP) domains according to the allowed communication
and its reward:
General Communication:

no assumptions on  nor R .

 = ;.
Free Communication: 8 2  , R ( ) = 0.
No Communication:

Analyzing the extreme cases, like free communication (and others in this paper) helps to understand the computational impact of the extremes. In addition,
we can approximate some real-world domains with such assumptions.
3.2

R-COM-MTDP Extensions to COM-MTDP Model

We de ne a R-COM-MTDP as an extended tuple, hS; A ;  ; P; ; O ; B ; R;
PLi. The key extension over the COM-MTDP is the addition of subplans, PL,
and the individual roles associated with those plans.

PL is a set of all possible sub-plans that
can perform. We express a sub-plan pk 2 PL as a tuple of roles hr1 ; : : : ; rs i. rjk
represents a role instance of role rj for a plan pk and requires some agent i 2
to ful ll it. Roles enable better modeling of real systems, where each agent's
role restricts its domain-level actions [13]. Agents' domain-level actions are now
distinguished between two types:
Extension for Explicit Sub-Plans



Q

= i2 i is a set of combined role taking actions,
where i = firjk g contains the role-taking actions for agent i. irjk 2 i
means that agent i takes on the role rj as part of plan pk . An agent's role
can be uniquely determined from its belief state.
Role-Execution Actions: irjk is the set of agent i's actions for executing
S
role rj for plan pk [13]. i = 8rjk irjk . This de nes the set of combined
Q
execution actions  = i2 i .
Role-Taking actions:

The distinction between role-taking and role-execution actions (A = [  )
enables us to separate their costs. Within this model, we can represent the
specialized behaviors associated with each role, and also any possible di erences
among the agents' capabilities for these roles. While lling a particular role, rjk ,
agent i can perform only those role-execution actions,  2 irjk , which may not
contain all of its available actions in i . Another agent ` may have a di erent set
of available actions, `rjk , allowing us to model the di erent methods by which
agents i and ` may ll role rjk . These di erent methods can produce varied
e ects on the world state (as modeled by the transition probabilities, P ) and
the team's utility (as modeled by the reward function, R ). Thus, the policies
must ensure that agents for each role have the capabilities that bene t the team
the most.
In R-COM-MTDPs (as in COM-MTDPs), each decision epoch consists of
two stages, a communication stage and an action stage. In each successive epoch,

the agents alternate between role-taking and role-execution epochs. Thus, the
agents are in the role-taking epoch if the time index is divisible by 2, and are in
the role execution epoch otherwise. Although, this sequencing of role-taking and
role-execution epochs restricts di erent agents from running role-taking and roleexecution actions in the same epoch, it is conceptually simple and synchronization is automatically enforced. As with COM-MTDP, the total reward is a sum
of communication and action rewards, but the action reward is further separated
into role-taking action vs. role-execution action: RA (s; a) = R (s; a) + R (s; a).
By de nition, R (s; ) = 0 for all  2  , and R (s;  ) = 0 for all  2  . We
view the role taking reward as the cost (negative reward) for taking up di erent roles in di erent teams. Such costs may represent preparation or training or
traveling time for new members, e.g., if a sensor agent changes its role to join
a new sub-team tracking a new target, there is a few seconds delay in tracking.
However, change of roles may potentially provide signi cant future rewards.
We can de ne a role-taking policy, i : Bi ! i for each agent's roletaking action, a role-execution policy, i : Bi ! i for each agent's roleexecution action, and a communication policy i : Bi ! i for each agent's
communication action. The goal is to come up with joint policies  ,  and 
that will maximize the total reward.

Si In considering distinct roles within
a team, it is useful to consider distinct subspaces of S relevant for each individual
agent. If we consider the world state to be made up of orthogonal features (i.e.,
S = 1  2    n), then we can identify the subset of features that agent i
may observe. We denote this subset as its local state, Si = ki1 ki2   kimi .
By de nition, the observation that agent i receives is independent of any features
not covered by Si : Pr( it = ! jS t = h1 ; 2 ; : : : ; n i ; At 1 = a) = Pr( it = ! jSit =
ki1 ; : : : ; kimi ; At 1 = a).
Extension for Explicit Local States:
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Applying R-COM-MTDP in RoboCupRescue

The notation described above can be applied easily to the RoboCup Rescue
domain as follows:
1. consists of three types of agents: ambulances, police forces, re brigades.
2. Injured civilians, buildings on re and blocked roads can be grouped together
to form tasks. The designer can choose how to form tasks, e.g. the world could
be broken into xed regions and all res, hurt civilians and blocked roads
within a region comprise a task. We specify sub-plans for each task type.
These plans consist of roles that can be ful lled by agents whose capabilities
match those of the role.
3. We specify sub-plans, PL, for each task type. Each sub-plan, p 2 PL comprises of a number of roles that need to be ful lled by agents whose capabilities match those of the role in order to accomplish a task. For example,
the task of rescuing a civilian from a burning building can be accomplished

by a plan where re-brigades rst extinguish the re, then ambulances free
the buried civilian and one ambulance takes the civilian to a hospital. Each
task can have multiple plans which represent multiple ways of achieving the
task.
4. Each agent receives observations about the objects within its visible range.
But there may be parts of the world that are not observable because there are
no agents there. Thus, RoboCupRescue is a collectively partially observable
domain. Therefore each agent, needs to maintain a belief state of what it
believes the true world state is.
5. The reward function, R can be chosen to consider the capabilities of the
agents to perform particular roles, e.g., police agents may be more adept at
performing the \search" role than ambulances and re-brigades. This would
be re ected in a higher value for choosing a police agent to take on the
\search" role than an ambulance or a re-brigade. In addition, the reward
function takes into consideration the number of civilians rescued, the number
of res put out and the health of agents.
The R-COM-MTDP model works as follows: Initially, the global world state
is S 0 , where each agent i 2 has local state Si0 and belief state b0i = SEi0 () and
no role. Each agent i receives an observation, !i0 , according to probability distribution O (S 0 ; null; ! 0 ) (there are no actions yet) and updates its belief state,
b0i = SEi (b0i ; !i0 ) to incorporate this new evidence. In RoboCupRescue, each
agent receives the complete world state before the earthquake as its rst observation. Each agent then decides on what to broadcast based on its communication
policy, i , and updates its belief state according to b0i = SEi (b0i ;  0 ).
Each agent, based on its belief state then executes the role-taking action according to its role-taking policy, i . Thus, some police agents may decide on performing the \search role", while others may decide to \clear roads", re-brigades
decide on which res \to put out". By the central assumption of teamwork, all of
the agents receive the same joint reward, R0 = R(S 0 ;  0 ; A0 ). The world then
moves into a new state, S 1 , according to the distribution, P (S 0 ; A0 ). Each agent
then receives the next observation about its new local state based on its position
and its visual range and updates its belief state using b1i = SEi (b0i ; !i1 ).
This is followed by another communication action resulting in the belief state,
b1i = SEi (b1i ;  1 ). The agent then decides on a role-execution action based
on its policy i . It then receives new observations about its local state and the
cycle of observation, communication, role-taking action, observation, communication and role-execution action continues.
5

Complexity of R-COM-MTDPs

R-COM-MTDP supports a range of complexity analysis for generating optimal
policies under di erent communication and observability conditions.
Theorem 1. We can reduce a COM-MTDP to an equivalent R-COM-MTDP.

Given a COM-MTDP, hS; A ;  ; P; ; O ; B ; Ri, we can generate an
equivalent R-COM-MTDP, hS; A0 ;  ; P 0 ; ; O ; B ; R0 i. Within the R-COMMTDP actions, A0 , we de ne  = fnullg and  = A . In other words, all
of the original COM-MTDP actions become role-execution actions in the RCOM-MTDP, where we add a single role-taking action that has no e ect (i.e.,
P 0 (s; null; s) = 1). The new reward function borrows the same role-execution and
0 (s; ). We also
communication-level components: R0 (s; a) = RA (s; a) and R
0
add the new role-taking component: R (s; null) = 0. Thus, the only role-taking
0 (b) = null, and any role-execution
policy possible for this R-COM-MTDP is i
0
0
and communication policies ( and  , respectively) will have an identical
expected reward as the identical domain-level and communication policies (A
and  , respectively) in the original COM-MTDP.
ut

Proof.

Theorem 2. We can reduce a R-COM-MTDP to an equivalent COM-MTDP.3

Given a R-COM-MTDP, hS; A ;  ; P; ; O ; B ; R; PLi, we can generate an equivalent COM-MTDP, hS 0 ; A ;  ; P 0 ; ; O ; B ; R0 i. The COMMTDP state space, S 0 , includes all of the features, i , in the original R-COMMTDP state space, S = 1    n , as well as an additional feature, phase =
ftaking; executingg. This new feature indicates whether the current state corresponds to a role-taking or -executing stage of the R-COM-MTDP. The new
transition probability function, P 0 , augments the original function with an alternating behavior for this new feature: P 0 (h1b ; : : : ; nb ; takingi ; ; h1e ; : : : ; ne ;
executingi) = P (h1b ; : : : ; nb i ; ; h1e ; : : : ; ne i) and P 0 (h1b ; : : : ; nb ; executingi ;
; h1e ; : : : ; ne ; takingi) = P (h1b ; : : : ; nb i ; ; h1e ; : : : ; ne i). Within the COMMTDP, we restrict the actions that agents can take in each stage by assigning illegal actions an excessively negative reward (denoted rmax ): 8 2  ,
RA0 (h1b ; : : : ; nb ; executingi ; ) = rmax and 8 2  , RA0 (h1b ; : : : ; nb ; takingi ;
) = rmax . Thus, for a COM-MTDP domain-level policy, A0 , we can extract
role-taking and -executing policies,  and  , respectively, that generate identical behavior in the R-COM-MTDP when used in conjunction with identical
0.
communication-level policies,  = 
ut
Proof.

Thus, the problem of nding optimal policies for R-COM-MTDPs has the
same complexity as the problem of nding optimal policies for COM-MTDPs.
Table 1 shows the computational complexity results for various classes of RCOM-MTDP domains, where the results for individual, collective, and collective
partial observability follow from COM-MTDPs [9] (Proof of COM-MTDP results
are available at http://www.isi.edu/teamcore/COM-MTDP/ ). In the individual
observability and collective observability under free communication cases, each
agent knows exactly what the global state is. The P-Complete result is from a
reduction from and to MDPs. The collectively partial observable case with free
communication can be treated as a single agent POMDP, where the actions correspond to the joint actions of the R-COM-MTDP. The reduction from and to a
single agent POMDP gives the PSPACE-Complete result. In the general case, by
3

The proof of this theorem was contributed by Dr. David Pynadath

Ind. Obs. Coll. Obs. Coll. Part. Obs.
No Comm. P-Comp. NEXP-Comp. NEXP-Comp.
Gen. Comm. P-Comp. NEXP-Comp. NEXP-Comp.
Free Comm. P-Comp. P-Comp. PSPACE-Comp.
Table 1. Computational complexity of R-COM-MTDPs.

a reduction from and to decentralized POMDPs, the worst-case computational
complexity of nding the optimal policy is NEXP-Complete.
Table 1 shows us that the task of nding the optimal policy is extremely hard,
in general. However, reducing the cost of communication so it can be treated as
if it were free has a potentially big payo in complexity reduction. As can be
seen from table 1, when communication changes from no communication to free
communication, in collectively partially observable domains, the computational
complexity changes from NEXP-Complete to PSPACE-Complete. In collectively
observable domains, like the sensor domain, the computational savings are even
greater, from NEXP-Complete to P-Complete. This emphasizes the importance
of communication in reducing the worst case complexity. Table 1 suggests that
if we were designers of a domain, we would increase the observability of the
domain so as to reduce the computational complexity. However, in using existing
domains, we don't have this freedom. The following section describes how RCOM-MTDPs could be useful in combating the computational complexity of
\Team Formation for Reformation" in RoboCupRescue.
6

Analysis of RoboCupRescue

In RoboCupRescue, agents receive visual information of only the region in its
surroundings. Thus no agent has complete knowledge of the global state of the
world. Therefore the RoboCupRescue domain is in general Collectively Partially
Observable. The number of communication messages that each agent can send
or receive is restricted and in addition, communication takes up network bandwidth and so we cannot assume a communication policy where the agents communicate everything they see. Hence, RoboCupRescue comes under the General
Communication case. Thus, the computational complexity of nding the optimal communication, role-taking and role-execution policies in RoboCupRescue
is NEXP-Complete (see Table 1).
However the observability conditions are in our control| because we can
devise agents that can try to provide collective observability. Thus what our
results provide is guidance on \How to Design Teams" in Rescue, and what
types of tradeo s may be necessary based on the types of teams. What our results
show is stunning { if we do collective observability and free communication then
the complexity of our planning drops substantially. Now, as we know, this is not
going to be possible | we can only approximate collective obesrvability and free

communication. However, we could then treat our result as an approximation {
the resulting policy would be near-optimal but may be not optimal.
But, one of the biggest problems with developing agents for RoboCupRescue
is not being able to compare di erent strategies easily. Owing to external factors like the packet loss and non-determinism internal to the simulation, a large
number of simulations would be necessary to determine for certain if one strategy dominates another. However, just as in COM-MTDPs[9], where di erent
approximate strategies for communication were analysed, RoboCupRescue can
be modeled as an R-COM-MTDP. We could then treat alternative strategies as
alternative policies and evaluate these. This would be very useful in making improvements to existing agents as well. For example, we could evaluate the policies
speci ed by our agents[8], and evaluate their performance in the RoboCupRescue R-COM-MTDP. This would allow us to make changes to this policy and
determine relatively quickly if this change resulted in an improvement. Such
kind of incremental improvements could greatly improve the performance of our
agents which nished in third place in RoboCup 2001 at Seattle and in second
place in Robofesta 2001.
7

Summary and Related Work

This work addresses two shortcomings of the current work in team formation
for dynamic multiagent domains: i) most algorithms are static in the sense that
they don't anticipate for changes that will be required in the con guration of
the teams, ii) complexity analysis of the problem is lacking. We addressed the
rst shortcoming by presenting R-COM-MTDP, a formal model based on decentralized communicating POMDPs, to determine the team con guration that
takes into account how the team will have to be restructured in the future.
R-COM-MTDP enables a rigorous analysis of complexity-optimality tradeo s
in team formation and reorganization approaches. The second shortcoming was
addressed by presenting an analysis of the worst-case computational complexity
of team formation and reformation under various types of communication.
While there are related multiagent models based on MDPs, they have focused
on coordination after team formation on a subset of domain types we consider,
and they do not address team formation and reformation. For instance, the decentralized partially observable Markov decision process (DEC-POMDP) [1] model
focuses on generating decentralized policies in collectively partially observable
domains with no communication; while the Xuan-Lesser model [14] focuses only
on a subset of collectively observable environments.
Modi et al.[7] provide an initial complexity analysis of distributed sensor team
formation, their analysis is limited to static environments (no reorganizations)
| in fact, illustrating the need for R-COM-MTDP type analysis tools. Our
complexity analysis illustrate where the problem is tractable and where it is
not. Thus, telling us where algorithms could strive for optimality and where
they should not. We intend to use the R-COM-MTDP model to compare the
various team formation approaches for RoboCupRescue which were used by our

agents in RoboCup-2001 and Robofesta 2001, where our agents nished in third
place and second place respectively. It is important that tools be developed in
RoboCup that step beyond RoboCup and contribute to the wider community.
This work is a step in that direction.
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